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is a cap shaped like a smooth pto shaft but bigger as if it is covering the output shaft. I think
this tractor had a backhoe originaly. Dave Hi, Hope this isn't to late - just came across your post
as I was looking for info on my You may want to take a big pipe wrench with a cheater pipe or
hammer and have a look under that cap. I just took mine off it was pretty tight - turn
counterclockwise and I have a pto shaft inside. Maybe a hoe makes the difference, but it
wouldn't hurt to check. Hope this helps, Dave. George Hi Tom, I was wondering about the Ford I
am trying locate one and I was hoping you could give me an idea of the price range for a Ford
Brian Laframboise no i have one and have researched it. You will have to split the case and
install everything. Better to by one with pto if you need it Brian Ps great tractor Id love mine
more with pto but have found ways around it TL The large hexagon cap you are looking at, is
just that a cap. Unscrew it and remove and you should be able to see the PTO Shaft. There is
what appears to be an hydraulic pump bolted to the bottom pulley at the front of the engine that
prevents the belt from going over the bottom puley. I am hoping to discover the proper way to
disconect the shaft to the pump from the front of the pulley. Fedorka I just noticied that the PTO
and the 3 point arms have quit working on my , any ideas why???? Any advice as to what it
might be. Front loader works fine. You will have to change the transmission, add clutch etc.
Another option is build a pto kit using a hydraulic motor like I have done for my I welded up a
frame in the same configuration as the backhoe mount and put quick hydraulic discounts on my
lines. I have the removable extend-a-hoe 15' backhoe and shuttle shift. PS if you remove the
backhoe make sure to set it on a hard level surface with the base plate on the ground. If you
don't and you have any kind of hydraulic leak the entire unit will tip over. Mine weighs in at lbs.

It also is a challenge to realign the backhoe in all three axis to reattach and tighten the hold
down clamps. TJ I have a that i cracked the block on. It's an old work horse but mechanically
good, has a heated cab. Located by Lansing, MI. Rear View Backup Camera. Engines Misc. How
much is your farm tractor worth? Find resale prices for tractors built from through today, with
complete specifications and serial numbers. I am looking at a ford industrial with loader. Hi,
Hope this isn't to late - just came across your post as I was looking for info on my Hi Tom, I was
wondering about the Ford I am trying locate one and I was hoping you could give me an idea of
the price range for a Ford Brian Laframboise. Better to by one with pto if you need it Brian Ps
great tractor Id love mine more with pto but have found ways around it. The large hexagon cap
you are looking at, is just that a cap. I need to replace an alternator belt on a Ford tractor with
front loader. I just noticied that the PTO and the 3 point arms have quit working on my , any
ideas why???? If the tractor has a shuttle shift 4 speed transmission, you can not add a pto. I
have a that i cracked the block on. Jim Bauer. My mother has a Ford Loader without backhoe
that she needs to sell if anyone is interested. Allan Bates. If you need a manual for your new or
antique farm tractor or engine, we've got you covered! SSB offers tractor service and repair
shop manuals for almost every farm tractor make or model. There are four kinds of tractor
manuals you can order:. You can search for a manual using the search box above or by
selecting your farm tractor below and browsing our online catalog. If you can't find what you
need be sure to look under the miscellaneous tractor section for rarer antique tractors , simply
contact us and we'll see if we can't find it for you! Save This Page. From buckets to showroom
quality! I bought an old Ford 9N last October that was more than a labor of love - although the
hood, engine and transmission compartments were laid out, the rest was in 5 gallon oil buckets!
I knew this would be the perfect project for my son and I. I bought a service and parts manual
from SSB and that Ford became a 6 month learning project for us. We overhauled the engine,
reworked the brakes, rewired the electrical system, fixed the cooling system and found original
paint and decals, with parts from SSB. It might have been faster to buy a ready-built tractor, but
I wouldn't trade that time for anything! Tractor operators manuals owner's manuals supply the
most essential information about your farm tractor and equipment. This includes detailed
information on the controls, gauges, adjustments, operating instructions, maintenance
procedures and troubleshooting tips for your tractor. Tractor parts manuals outline the various
components of your tractor and offer exploded views of the parts it contains and the way in
which they're assembled. At the end of the day, you'll want to know exactly what parts you'll
need and how to assemble them! This manual makes sure you have the right parts for the job.
Although not as detailed as our comprehensive service manuals, Intertec manuals provide you
critical service and repair info. About our Tractor Manuals:. Tractor Front End Loaders. Rear
View Backup Camera. Engines Misc. Get the parts, service and operators manual for your
tractor, if available. The service manual provides the how-to, step-by-step directions. The parts
manual shows you all the parts and components and how they fit together. Act now! What our
customers are saying: From buckets to showroom quality! Jim S. Allis Chalmers Manuals.
Caterpillar Tractor Manuals. Hercules Engines Manuals. International Farmall IH Manuals.
Kubota Tractor Manuals. Massey Ferguson Manuals. Minneapolis Moline Manuals.
Miscellaneous Engines. Mitsubishi Tractor Manuals. New Holland Manuals. Oliver Tractor
Manuals. Call and talk to our friendly sales staff. They'll do their best to help! Tractor Front End
Loaders. Rear View Backup Camera. Engines Misc. Act now! Offer valid through this month
only. How much is your farm tractor worth? Find resale prices for tractors built from through
today, with complete specifications and serial numbers. You searched Ford tractor manuals for
"":. Service Manual, pages. Buy Now. Garvey sets out to tell those tales in this
furnace pressure switch home depot
jayco wiring diagrams
1960 ford ranchero wiring harness
fascinating book, as he scours the countryside searching for hidden classic farm tractors.
These are the tractors that are lost like the proverbial needle in the haystack, locked away in
barns or sheds, some recently restored, many very rare and nearly forgotten. Lovers of antique
power and classic machinery will find this book a fun and entertaining read - as the tractors
themselves have fascinating tales to tell. Get the parts, service and operators manual for your
tractor, if available. The service manual provides provides the how-to, step-by-step directions.
The parts manual shows you all the parts and components and how they fit together. Can't Find
the Manual You Need? Call and talk to our friendly sales staff. They'll do their best to help! Don't
want to order on-line? This site has the highest level of secure encryption to protect your credit
card and personal information, but we are more than happy to take your order over the phone.
Just call us at We appreciate your business!

